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Kingdom of Pirates 1.3.1 - New Activities and Awards Awaiting Players
Published on 11/26/13
Toivon Studio today announces Kingdom of Pirates 1.3.1, an update to their popular popular
MMORPG for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Kingdom of Pirates is a multiplayer
strategy game where only the bravest and most resourceful players survive. Defeat the
Spanish Armada, seize riches, join forces with other players, and dominate the high seas!
The new version of Kingdom of Pirates made available many new features that the players
have been anticipating.
Shanghai, China - Toivon Studio has been preparing new adventures and stories. On
November
14th Toivon Studio launched the updated version of their popular MMORPG for iOS - Kingdom
of Pirates 1.3. This MMORPG is the studio's third mobile hit after the release of the
mobile games Dream Shop and Undercity.
The new version of Kingdom of Pirates made many new features available that players have
been anticipating. The adventure continues with new scenes that have been unlocked.
Amazing new world awaits players in this treasure-hunting journey. After the new update,
another officer is able to join the united pirates' team on their search for Captain
Drake's treasure. Relentless Captain Ingo is making his first appearance in version 1.3.
Players can recruit him to strengthen their crew. The new scenes and the new officer are
the most welcomed features of the new update.
The developer Toivon Studio has also announced the kicking off of a Fishing Contest. All
participants will get prizes, but contest-toppers will receive the best ones! The Fishing
feature has been adjusted and optimized. It will bring more fun and leisure. Success rate
of fishing has been increased. It's a good motivation for all players. In addition,
interactions between players have been improved during fishing. Captains can randomly
intrude each other's fishing areas during fishing. Kraken might also inadvertently appear
when pirates are fishing. When pirates defeat the Kraken, they can get Kraken Fragments.
Those challenges will bring more fun!
Gameplay fairness has been enhanced in Kingdom of Pirates 1.3. From now on, in order to
avoid possible Open Waters bullying, higher-leveled players who intentionally linger on
lower-leveled Open Water sections will experience certain restrictions. Guild stipend,
Tourney Reward, Daily Reward are now connected with the correspondent Open Waters
Sections. Higher section of the waters offers better stuff. More in-game items have been
added to the Guild Donation List. Crop, gold, materials, ocean tears, and various
fragments can now be donated to Guilds. And other general optimizations have been made to
the new version, making the gameplay experience much smoother.
Shortly after the release of the new update, Toivon Studio has also opened a new server.
There will be a huge activity to celebrate the opening of the server for all the new
users. After passing through some specific levels, such as Native Hunter Thar on Golden
Beach, Orangutan Occam in Foggy Forest, and Native Warchief Dyami in Deep Cave, players
will receive special and rare materials. Those and more amazing activities will celebrate
the opening of the new server of Kingdom of Pirates!
There will be another competition called "Experience Gainers", also among the activities
for the new server celebration. The top 30 experience gainers during the activity period
will receive lots and lots of silver money - from 600000 to 100000. The activity will also
include a Level Rush feature, which means that players will receive Ocean Tears whenever
they reach some certain levels.
Kingdom of Pirates 1.3 is actually a major update that includes lots of new and useful
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features, which bring about a positive touch on the gameplay. The MMORPG is free for
download at the App Store.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Internet connectivity required
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 49.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Currently, Kingdom of Pirates 1.3.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through
the App Store in the Games category. It is advertisement-free and offers in-app
purchases.
Kingdom of Pirates 1.3.1:
http://www.toivon.com/pirates/index.php
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/kingdom-of-pirates/id676030326
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNyVGSWrOBg
Screenshot 1:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/0f/28/4d/0f284d22-9ab6-ef0d-1840-fd4df3ca7bc3/scree
n568x568.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/db/67/fb/db67fb82-c0ce-51b4-15ad-10a5b54dea2e/scr
een568x568.jpeg
Screenshot 3:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/e5/02/22/e502225b-813f-1c29-f6ada7759d87ebe2/screen568x568.jpeg

Toivon Software Studio was founded in February of 2012. It specializes in the mobile
gaming industry. This independent studio has launched Dream Shop, Dream Undercity, and
Kingdom of Pirates. Toivon's team of young professionals seeks to create top-quality games
for all of its players. Toivon's name is Finnish for "I hope." Copyright (C) 2012-2013
Toivon Software Studio. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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